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Biology: Changing the
World

I worked with
gorillas and
other animals
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I found out
what molecules
look like inside

Mary Anning
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Gerald Durrell

I was the best
fossil hunter
ever

I dive deep in
the ocean to
find medicine

Florence Nightingale

I used maths to
make nursing
better

Marcel Jaspars

I worked on
colour
blindness

Fortune Teller How-To Make
Richard Owen

I helped people
grow seaweed
to eat

JBS Haldane

I invented the
word
‘dinosauria’

Dorothy Hodgkin

Kathleen Drew-Baker

1.

Make sure your paper is face down.
Fold your fortune teller along the four
dotted lines so that the numbers
appear in each corner of the square.

2.

Turn the paper over. Bring each of the
corners of the page in to touch the
centre and fold. All you should see on
the square is the eight numbers. This
should make a square shape.

3.

Now just fold in half horizontally. You
should have pictures on each side of
the fortune teller flaps.

4.

Place your thumbs and forefingers
under the flaps and start playing!

Biology: Changing the
World
Fortune Teller How-To Play
1.

With a partner take your fortune
teller and let them pick one of the
four starting squares

2.

Spelling out each letter of the
chosen word, move your fortune
teller each time

3.

Ask your partner to pick a number
and then move your fortune teller
the same number of times

4.

Ask your partner to pick their final
number, then move your fortune
teller again

5.

Your partner should now pick a
number, and lift the flap to reveal
their scientist

6.

Finally switch roles and find your
scientist!!

If you have time, you can then see how
long it takes you to find this scientist in
the matching pairs game. Look out for
the symbol at the bottom of their
segment!

